SecurityMan Debuts Carcam-SD
The Carcam-SD brings justice to traffic accidents

Ontario, California, November 18th, 2013 – SecurityMan is proud to release its
latest security product to its customers, spreading its ingenuity towards the
automotive market. The Carcam-SD, which comes with numerous features such
as high definition (HD) quality video and automatic recording, is an effective
product to help capture evidence of automotive accidents.
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, there were an
estimated 5 million police-reported traffic crashes for the year 2010 and 2011
(reported on 2012 and 2013, respectively). While the number of accidents is
arbitrary and statistics only include reported accidents, there is a way to be certain
of who caused the accident.
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To prevent false accusations or misrepresentations, SecurityMan’s Carcam-SD
can capture on-going or unusual motion detection (G-sensor recording)/crash
video footage on the road that is required by California VC Section 26708. Once it
has been captured on camera, the evidence has been saved on file.
“The Carcam-SD comes with 1080p HD quality video that has a built-in impact
sensor (a.k.a. G-sensor)”, said Fred Mu, SecurityMan’s General Manager. “Drivers
won’t need to worry about whether they lost the file since the Carcam-SD saves
and locks the recorded file upon impact”.
This hassle-free device automatically turns on and begins recording once you start
your vehicle. With its auto-overwrite option and capable of holding up to 32 GB of
video, the Carcam-SD can be ran continuously without the necessity of backing
up files after every car trip. Other features include a 130 degree wide angle lens
with a 270 degree turning camera (for possible application of passenger recording),
a 1.5” LCD screen for instant viewing/reviewing on-the-go, smart 30-second
screen sleep mode to avoid driving-and-watching at the same time, and a built-in
microphone for audio recording.

The MSRP of Carcam-SD is only $99.99. For more information about the
Carcam-SD, please visit SecurityMan’s website at www.securitymaninc.com or
feel free to contact them at (909) 230-6668.
Based in Ontario, California, SecurityMan Inc. (also known as Teklink Security
Inc.), a subsidiary of Mace Group Inc., has been selling SecurityMan branded
security products successfully through nationwide retailers, mass merchants,
direct mailers, security dealers and distributors since 1999. SecurityMan products
are designed for residential and businesses in a do-it-yourself (DIY) concept – an
easy to install use and low cost investment with high satisfaction guaranteed. Its
products include wireless home alarm system, wireless and wired camera kits,
dummy cameras, solar related security products, covert cameras, monitors, DVRs
(digital video recorders), and remote monitoring systems. For more information
and find out where to purchase, please visit www.securitymaninc.com
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